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Abstract-This paper presents a Frequency-Estimation This paper presents a Frequency-Estimation Algorithm
Algorithm for the ADPLL designs instead of traditional (FEA) for frequency-acquisition in two-cycle lock-in time,
binary frequency-search algorithm. With the proposed with stable output frequency. We proposed a close-form
ADPLL architecture and synchronization process, the lock analysis in time domain than others approach. A new VLSI
time can be optimized to two cycles. As the reference clock architecture of ADPLL is also developed and realized in
varies or frequency multiplication switches, lock time holds UMC 0.18 lp6m CMOS process. Cooperated with
in two reference clock cycles. An implementation of proposed proposed scalable digital lock detector, the proposed
ADPLL design is realized in UMC 0.18 pm 1P6M CMOS ADPLL is suitable to fit demands of different design
technology with core area of 520x530 pm2 . The PLL has the applications.
frequency range of 140 MHz to 1030 MHz with 22ps DCO
resolution.

Reference Clock

1. INTRODUCTION frePFD Loop Filter

PLL (Phase-Locked Loop) is widely used for various
applications, especially in wire/wireless communications, FrequencF o DigitallyOControlled)
CDR (Clock Data Recovery), and clock generators. In FaOutput Clocllfo
recent years, SoC (System-on-Chip) becomes a major Figure 1 A typical ADPLL block diagram with
trend. The ADPLL (All-Digital Phase-Locked Loop) r. frequency-
applies digital design methodology to avoid mixed-signal
design problems, and is suitable to be packed as hard IP,
firm IP, and soft IP. These advantages make ADPLL very II. PROPOSED FREQUENCY-ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
attractive to be integrated into SoC designs. The main feature of FEA is based on 1) Correlations

Another ADPLL advantage is that the ADPLL usually between reference clock and DCO characteristics; 2)
employs frequency-searching algorithm to achieve high- Analysis ofDCO control code in time domain. The desired
performance frequency lock-in time [1][2][4] as shown in frequency output f, can be obtained by further calculation
Fig. 1. This fast-locking ADPLL is very useful for instead of traditional search.
frequency hopping based FHSS (Frequency-Hopping In this context, frf and f represent the frequencies of
Spread Spectrum) applications such as 802.11, BluetoothInticoex,read epsnthefqucesfSpeandFHMAe (FrequenaicyHoping Multiple802.1 ,Access)to% reference clock, and desired output frequency, respectively.UWBFHMA(UltraeWideBand) ince Multh ple Ac inss) af N is multiplication factor. The frequency multiplicationUW (lta idetransceiver i function of a PLL in locked state is described asFHSS/FHMA system switches carrier frequency rapidly, a
fast-switching and stable frequency synthesizer to generate
the hopping carrier frequency is essential to FHSS/FHMA fo Nx fre1 (1)
transmitters and receivers.

Parameters are defined for clarification:
Most analog PLLs provide higher frequency resolution, -ref The cycle time of reference clock.

but suffer from slow acquisition time. Lots of ADPLLs Tmi, The minimum cycle time of DCO when DCO
employ Binary Search Algorithm (BSA) as frequency- operates at the maximum oscillating frequency
search algorithm to achieve faster lock-in time. The BSA R The maximum oscillatin fequen cyrour 1 * *1 1 r 11 *1 rT^1 1 RmansThe maximum cycle time ratio between reference[2][4] is a very simple, and useful algorithm. The search clock and DCO clock. (DCO operated at Tmi,)
complexity is 0(log2n). Using the BSA can reduce lock-in clc andmDC clo (DCO opaD at DCO* r 1 1 1 rT^1 1 1 * * T;~maxc The maximum cycle time of DCO when DCOtime to 16 reference clock cycles [3]. The lock-in time can operates at the minimum oscillating frequency.be improved more than 40 times faster than traditional R Tc
analog PLL [5]. Another approach for frequency-search
uses TDC (Time-to-Digital Conversion), and developed clock andDCO clock. (DCO operated at 'max)

DCO~~~~~~~arhtetr [1oaheesvnccelc-ntm. Then, the correlations between reference clock and DCO
lock-in range are deduced as
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Rmin Tmax =Rma Tmin =ref (2) feature of proposed FEA is, even under temperature
Rm*n'ma -RaxmJrref2 fluctuations, power supply or process variations, the FEA

Transformations from (2) gives exactly the desired control code.
Assume an ADPLL operates from 100MHz to 500MHz

_Tref - ref with 14 bits binary control code of DCO. The behavior
Tmax TmiM- simulations of proposed algorithm and BSA are shownRmm Rmax (3) within Fig. 2. When the BSA is applied in the frequency

Consider a DCO provides T frequency acquisition steps. acquisition, the step size will be divided by two after for
Then, we can derive the relation between resolution and each frequency-search. Output frequency is unstable during
difference of and zmin as convergence process in Fig. 2(a). The proposed FEA locks

the reference clock in very few cycles with a stable
Tref~ convergence process as shown in Fig. 2(b).Tref ref

Ar - Tmax -min Rmin Rmax 400
T T (4) 350 J B00

~300 '0where JX is the DCO acquisition resolution, and T is the
total number ofDCO acquisition steps. 100

200

After ADPLL closed loop converges, the cycle time of 10o 0 0
* ~~~~~~~~~~~0 10 fr °f30B s40 50 ( a 0 10 t?OefC1SlS 40 50(b

output frequency can be described as eV (b)
1 Figure 2. (a) Behavior simulation of binary-search algorithm. (b)

= F x Ar + m Improved convergence of frequency-estimation algorithm.
(5)

where F is the desired control code for accurate frequency. III. PROPOSED ADPLL ARCHITECTURE FOR TWO-CYCLE
LOCKING

From (1), and (5) The VLSI architecture, Fast-Lock Engine (FLE), is

developed to realize FEA algorithm in Fig. 3(a). With
N x (F x AT+ Tmin) Tref (6) cooperation of FLE, an ADPLL design can provide fast-

lock operation.
Equation (6) denotes the relationship between reference

clock and DCO parameters after closed loop converges. F-- --L-ck Engine

From (3), (4), and (6) we have (a) Inner DCOH operated at Fa Inner DCOL operated at F.

Iefreref C Cycle Counter R, Cycle Counter Rmin
ref ref.1

Lock Fast Frequency-kXFRin Rmax rlef = T-J ONx!FxR 7 +; J0rf 7 () Detector Estimation'rref ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~System& DCO
Controller

PFD Loop Filter

After reorganization, the desired DCO control code F is
expressed as FeedbackClock Frequency Divider Output Cock,fo OutputDCO

(T x Rmax X Rmin) -(Tx Rmin x N) TyjicADRL Lo
F- NX(R -R) Figure 3. Proposed ADPLL architecture for two cycles lock.NX max -kin)J(8

When targeting at frequency acquisition with two-cycle
Note that the Tmax, Tmin, and JS are parameters of process lock-n time,inx an rmun shou be concu e

dependence, and difficult to be identified before avai Hene, two addioain DCOs are uilized in
fabrication. Also, the exact value of i+ef varies between proposed ADPLL configtion. inner DCOHandu dCO

applictions Bu.m n mncnb bandb proposed ADPLL configuration. Inner DCOH and DCOLapplicaions. But Rmax and Rmin can be obtained by were operated at the highest / slowest frequency
frequency counters and dividers during run time. Also, the g q y,'
T iS one of pre-defined parameters of the DCO, and N iS the repcilyThgnradcoksgasaetasmtd
mutpicto fatr Bae oncreae 'eedny separately to cycle-counters. While system controller

* . ' ~~~~~~~~receives Rmax, and Rmin from two cycle-counters, the F cancan b calulatdbypropsed FA (8. Animpotant be calculated for desired frequency according to FEA.
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A. Fast-Lock Process ll
fd1vF ~ QO QI locked

Fig. 4(a) illustrates synchronization between reference DlD DD c

clock, andfo. Assume a frequency step is applied to the fref - nQO Delay Cell oQI CycleSync
at cycle 1 in Fig. 4(b). The LD (Lock Detector) detects the > (Unlocked)
frequency step during cycle I and activates trigger-signal frd II
(CycleSync). The Rmax and Rmin are both calculated (a)
simultaneously. The DFF suspends DCO on the rising edge
of cycle 2 and FLE is now activated. FLE calculates the F finput waveorm truth table
during cycle 2. At last, the DCO resumes with new control fref JLF Qi QO phae error staus
code F at the rising edge of cycle 3. Based on this process, 22r-1 0 0 < 1/2Trejt TLD unlocked
fast-lock frequency acquisition can be realized in two f 0 1 <cTLD d(ed
cycles. div -- 1 0 Y/2rei TLD unlocked

Fast-lock Normal _ 1 1 > Y/2reI TLD unlocked
Control Code, F Control Code

T D (b)

fref |,dk rL T Digitally-Controlled ocked
r dear Oscillator -

CycleSync ( [.ha.,

.phase error

- Cycle 1I - Cyde2 - - Cyde3 -LD3 -TLD2 -TLDI TLDI TLD2 TLD3

CYdeSJc (c)

to Figure 5. (a) Lock detector architecture. (b) Charateristics of LD
(b) (c) Simulation of LD output v.s. different threshold.

Figure 4. (a) Synchronization for DCO. (b) Fast-lock Process. C. Workingflow chart oftheproposedADPLL
Fig. 6 shows the proposed ADPLL working flow chart.

B. Configurable Lock Detector (LD) Once the phase error over the threshold, LD activates FLE,
A new LD configuration is utilized as phase /frequency the system controller receives the desired control code F.

lock detector as shown in Fig. 5(a). Phase error betweenfief The fast-lock acquisition is completed in two cycles.
andfdiv and circuit status are shown in Fig. 5(b). The main Otherwise, fine phase acquisition and are performed by
function of LD is the detection of numerous phase errors. phase detector (PD); phase / frequency maintenance are
Once the phase error exceeds the threshold TLD, the LD controlled by ADPLL closed loop.
triggers CycleSync and activates the FLE for fast-lock
operation. The delay cell can be constructed with a scalable Lockin Sats
buffer chain. Thus, the propagation delay of delay cell
decides threshold of LD. The relation can be expressed as

TLD = MX TBUF (8)

1 (8)
D output
~~UDn F-cstLockCyde 1

where TLD is the LD threshold, M is the number of buffer I CdculateR,,, R,in

stage, and TBuFis the gate delay of a buffer. Loop FiIter Loop Fitter LaCCydue 2e
Also, the total umber of buffer stage, M, should be W DibleDCOOsdllainq

determined by application specifications. The relation of Accderae Decederate Enabe
LD output versus different thresholds is illustrated in Fig. DCO DCO DCOOsciIlating
5(c). For a popular application example of video, which
referencing a HSYNC (horizontal synchronization) asfief to
generate 27 MHz clock, 5 ns phase error may be tolerated. Figure 6. ADPLL working flow chart.
When referencing a HSYNC from VGA to generate 200
MHz clock for LCD monitor, the phase error may only be
tolerated less than 500 ps and M should be reduced. The IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION
proposed LD is scalable and flexible to meet demands of Based on the proposed algorithm and architecture, a
various applications, prototype ADPLL design is designed and realized using
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UMC 0.18pm 1P6M CMOS technology, as shown in Fig. 3 250
7. For linear acquisition step is desirable in proposed 2 200
frequency-estimation algorithm, a high-linearity DCO l
design [6] can be cited for purpose. With post-layout 0

simulations, the contains frequency acquisition l0-10 0steps and resolution is about 22 ps. The DCO operates from 2 50
140 MHz to 1030 MHz. Three DCOs are replicas for FLE. -3 0 1__I
The ADPLL core area is 520x530 'm . 2 efr 8 1fCyP (a) 20 fref Cycles (b)

Figure 9. (a) Phase error v.s. reference clcok cycles. (b)ADPLL
frequency out v.s reference clock cycles.

_........... V. CONCLUSIONS
DCOH The Frequency-Estimation Algorithm for ADPLL and

m= [DC0L . VLSI architecture are presented in this paper. Compared to
existing algorithms, proposed algorithm realizes the fastest
lock-in time of two cycles. Also, a new scalable LD is
utilized for requirements of different applications. The
prototype design is implemented in UMC 0.18 CMOS

II~ I~ I I I I I I I I I I I IIprocess with standard-cell library. The chip operates from
140 to 1030 MHz, and the core area is 520x530 ptm2. The
fast-lock ADPLL design can be easily transferred and
incorporated into system integration due to its digital

Figure 7. Chip layout of the prototype ADPLL. (where DCO: feature.
outer DCO, DCOH: inner DCO operated at F, DCOL: inner
DCO operated at Fmin,)
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